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Today, over 90% of customer journeys begin on a 

search engine. While content from trusted media 

publications is still a critical point of influence, 

the method by which users consume stories has 

drastically changed. Scrolling through thousands  

of potentially relevant articles has been replaced by 

the precise control search engines provide. That’s why 

PR strategies must be built and executed with SEO  

at the forefront — to improve content discoverability 

and take PR beyond simply supporting awareness  

and into the realm of performance. 
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The lack of SEO integration is a universal — and 

growing — problem in the PR industry. The media 

landscape is becoming ever more fragmented. 

Content overload paired with the precision of 

search engines has drastically changed the 

methods by which users consume stories. While 

content from trusted publications is still a 

critical point of influence, this has significantly 

minimized the lifespan of earned media coverage. 

Pair that with a recent study that uncovered a 

staggering 90% of content published online receives 

zero organic search traffic. This means that nearly all 

the great content and earned media PR professionals 

spend so much time and resources developing will never 

be found by target audiences if they’re not tuned in and 

engaged at the exact moment it’s released. Put another 

way, a PR strategy uninformed by search data is like 

writing content and securing articles with invisible ink.

The core objective of most earned media and content 

is to engage, inform and build trust with a targeted 

audience. To accomplish this, two critical criteria must 

Why 
Discoverability 
Matters to  
Public Relations

be met. First, the messaging must precisely strike the 

interests and motivations of the specific individuals it 

was intended to reach. Most importantly, though, the 

content must be read — and to be read the content 

must first be found. 

The following pages unveil SHIFT’s approach to SEO-

optimized PR, which follows our fundamental belief 

that every PR program, campaign and effort must be 

based on three pillars to be effective: informed by data, 

crafted with passion, distributed with precision. We 

also share tactics for using SEO data and principles 

to create earned media strategy and content that’s 

written, published and shared in a way that achieves 

peak search engine discoverability. 

O visits (90.63%)

1-10 visits (5.29%)

11-100 visits (2.84%)

101-1,000 visits (1.04%)

1,001+ visits (0.21%)

90.63% of pages get no organic search tra�c from google

Based on a study of over one billion pages in Ahrefs’ Content Explorer Index
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How Google Determines 
Discoverability
Well-written content is somewhat subjective. 

SEO-optimized content is not. It is based on data 

and entirely specific to the criteria Google values 

in determining ranking position, thereby gaining 

the best chance of being indexed and discovered. 

The quest to highly discoverable content begins with a 

cursory understanding of these factors. There are over 200 

of factors that Google uses, and the company reports that 

it adjusts its algorithm hundreds of times a year, making it 

almost impossible to stay ahead of the curve.

While this might seem overwhelming, there are only 

a few key categories that you must truly focus on to 

succeed: producing valuable, well-optimized content; 

earning quality backlinks from authoritative websites; 

and effective usage of query-relevant keywords that 

match search intent.

The key criteria are: 

•  Fresh, unique and creative content that will pique 

the sustained interest of searchers : websites with 

blog content have 434% more search-engine-

indexed pages than those without.

•  Content that is robust and comprehensive: the 

average first-page result on Google contains over 

1,800 words, however the first 200 words of body 

copy are the most important, because consumers 

rarely scroll “below the fold.”

•  Earned media that integrates key words and 

phrases that resonate with your audience: press 

releases, social posts and owned content that 

includes keywords your audience regularly uses to 

find and engage with you are key.

•  Multimedia content that engages readers: content 

with at least one video or image significantly 

outperforms content without images.

 How can we achieve this when developing PR strategy, 

writing content and working with reporters? 

•  Write for people first and search engines second: 

Ensure that content matches the intent behind 

the search queries it’s intended to satisfy. While 

technical optimization is important, it’s secondary 

to user friendliness and supplying a current demand 

for your readers. 

•  Deliver value early and often, summarizing the 

content’s purpose upfront: Assume the consumer 

has little time to read in detail. Do, though, offer in-

depth insights, broken up via subheadings. 

•  Include chosen keywords and topic clusters 

naturally, never forcefully: Seek to influence 

reporters’ writing by pitching creative stories the 

audience cares about tied to your primary keywords, 

ensuring head terms and relevant long-tail 

variations are in the pitch.

•  Leverage data or proprietary information: 

Ensure your coverage and content serves as an 

authoritative, linkable asset with unique statistics or 

facts. Quality content and top-tier coverage alone 

is rarely enough to rank competitively without the 

support of quality backlinks that serve as votes of 

confidence to the search engine.
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To demonstrate these key ranking factors in 

action — and given the role contributed content 

and bylines play in PR programs — we analyzed 

a random sampling of 50 Forbes Technology 

Council posts from May 2020 to study their 

general discoverability. 

The 50 analyzed articles ranged greatly in topic, 

spanning categories including security, fintech, big 

data, martech and enterprise cloud. This sample  

set is representative of the standard ranking 

performance of contributed content that occurs 

naturally after being published. The specific findings of 

our analysis?

•  The average number of ranking keywords per article 

was 16.4, with the highest performing article ranking 

for 249 keywords. 

•  25 articles, representing 50% of the set, ranked for 

less than five keywords and 16 of them ranked for 

one or no keywords.

•  The average number of referring domains (backlinks) 

was 9.3, while the highest performing article had 64.

•  15 articles, representing 30% of the set, had fewer 

than five backlinks.

SHIFT’s  
Discoverability  
Study: Analyzing  
Contributed Content
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While most of the content analyzed had low levels of 

discoverability, there were a small set of optimized 

outliers. We identified a few trends in the top 10 

performing articles (from a discoverability perspective):

•  These articles are a byproduct of a cohesive 

keyword strategy: The brand not only identified 

a well-searched white space in a topic they’re 

qualified to rank for, but also analyzed the Search 

Engine Results Pages (SERP) to ensure that Google 

was ranking third-party contributed content for 

these queries. 

•  Content is well optimized: These articles have 

a logical and easy to follow flow, demonstrate 

clear expertise on the subject and are optimized 

for the respective topic cluster they’re seeking 

discoverability in. Additionally, the article titles 

naturally reference a key category-level phrase that 

the brand wants to own, e.g. “ERP implementation,” 

“fileless malware attacks,” “database sharding.” 

•  They’re highly authoritative: The strongest articles 

are comprehensive and serve as a linkable source 

for those researching the topic. In fact, on average, 

nearly 70 third-party websites linked back to the 

top 10 articles, extending tremendous value back to 

the URL. 

•  They’re somewhat long: The majority of the top 

performing articles were over 1,000 words, striking 

a critical balance of deep, valuable insight with 

user-friendly flow. 
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As seen in the results from our Forbes Tech Council 

Discoverability Study, there is a significant gap 

in the impact of content that performs well in 

search and content that doesn’t. These results 

do not happen by accident. The companies that 

accomplished high levels of content discoverability 

integrated core SEO principles into their 

contributed content strategies. 

So how can communications and marketing 

professionals ensure greater discoverability of their 

earned and owned content? SHIFT recommends  

a five-step methodology: 

Begin with intent-based keyword 
research
All highly discoverable content is a byproduct of 

strategic keyword research. Begin with topics and 

themes that speak to categories you’d like to own. 

Use tools like Google Search Console to identify 

current high-value phrases, and cross-reference 

Google Trends data to identity if search around 

those phrases is growing or shrinking. From there, 

use tools like SEMrush and Ahrefs to gain a deep 

understanding of how users are searching for content 

across these topics. Adjust your initial themes to 

include opportunistic synonyms, long-tail variations 

and phrases owned by competitors to inform your go-

forward approach. 

For added benefit, ensure that each keyword category 

is representative of all needs throughout the entire 

customer journey — ranging from informational 

through to transactional — ensuring content is 

discoverable across the entire funnel. 

Map qualified keywords to content and 
pitching strategy 
Once you’ve established the broader keyword 

landscape critical to growth, you must map those 

keywords into topical clusters that will become the 

focus of future content development and pitch angles. 

Rather than mapping a singular keyword to a single 

piece of content, think more about these categories as 

broader, long-term investments. You’ll routinely need 

to publish content and secure stories around them to 

position your business as a true authority. 

Also analyze coverage at media outlets to understand 

which sites and authors are most likely to include the 

keywords you want to rank for in their articles — and 

target them in outreach.

5 Steps to 
Optimize Coverage 
& Content
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Optimize your content 
Once keywords and topical categories are defined, it’s 

critical to ensure these keywords are used in all content 

— from press releases to pitches, bylines and blog 

posts — and that your content is technically optimized. 

Ensure topic clusters are naturally included in titles, 

headers, meta descriptions and high-priority body 

content to improve organic visibility. 

Write credibly and authentically, offering in-depth 

insight and advice on multiple aspects of the topic 

to engage the reader. Content for the sole sake of 

search ranking is never effective — search engines 

can measure user interest/engagement. To maximize 

impact, construct your content so that it is easy to 

follow, using subheads to organize lengthy articles into 

more digestible chunks. 

44
Build high-quality links to your content 
Owned and earned content might require additional 

support to rank, especially for competitive terms. 

Execute a targeted pitch campaign to earn high-quality 

backlinks on relevant domains. 

And remember, not all links are created equal. As a 

general rule of thumb, you should avoid sites that link 

to spam networks and other low-quality domains. 

The good news is that earned media is one of the best 

link acquisition strategies out there, given the high 

authority of the publications frequently targeted. 

55
Measure and iterate 
Use tools like Google Analytics and Google Search 

Console to measure the resulting impact of your work. 

Identify emerging trends in topics and structure that 

are driving the highest volumes of organic traffic and 

adjust your strategy in real time to further improve 

discoverability performance. 
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The facts are uncontestable: communications 

and PR strategy that is not informed by search 

data is no longer sustainable. Such programs are 

missing critical audience behavior and interest 

signals, meaning campaign content and earned 

media is unlikely to be found by the people who 

matter most.

While content discoverability is critical to the success 

of any contemporary integrated communications 

program, it doesn’t happen overnight. When done 

correctly, these strategies add immense value and 

extend the life of PR and content by:

•  Increasing visibility of all earned, contributed and

owned content

•  Promoting high quality traffic

•  Establishing expertise, authority and trust

•  Uncovering new content and campaign strategies

based on real time performance data

•  Reaching users in all stages of the purchasing funnel

Futureproofing  
Public Relations 
with SEO

Ready to break through with Optimized PR? 
We’d love to hear from you at shiftcomm.com/contact 
or contact@shiftcomm.com

https://www.shiftcomm.com/contact/?utm_source=Optimized-PR-ebook-Oct2020&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=website


About SHIFT Communications

SHIFT is an integrated communications firm that operates at the nexus of art and science to help 

brands break through and thrive. We leverage data and analytics to engineer the who, what, when, 

where and how behind programs. We harness deep human insights, empathy and expertise to craft 

compelling narratives and campaigns that connect on a personal level, and then use advanced 

targeting to get them in front of the people who matter most. Established in 2003, SHIFT is an 

AVENIR GLOBAL company representing global brands and emerging category disruptors in the 

technology, b2b, healthcare and consumer sectors. Learn more at shiftcomm.com
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